808Talk Hawaii Goes From Podcast To Vodcast
The Hawaii podcast 808Talk (http://www.808Talk.com) announced the introduction of the new vodcast edition
to their methods of delivering aloha to the world. With the development of the new iPod’s with video capability
and the many new video podcast delivery methods, 808Talk plans to not only give sound, but also sight to
those with interest in Hawaii.
Honolulu, HI (PRWEB) May 8, 2006 -- HAP member Vernon Brown of the 808Talk podcast has crossed into
the next dimension of video with 808Talk TV (808TTV).
“Since I am approaching my one year anniversary of podcasting I decided to add an extra cut for my listeners
and do a little video podcasting,” Vernon writes. “I’m no pro, but many of my listeners have been asking if I
was going to morph to the video side so I guess the pressure got to me and I put together a little something to
give a glimpse of what I want to do.”
He says 808Talk TV will “show my favorite places in and around Hawaii and take a visit with some great and
wonderful people and the things I love.”
About 808Talk:
808Talk is a podcast produced and brought to you direct from Honolulu, Hawaii (Oahu). Discussions include
events, happenings, and pretty much everything that goes on in Hawaii, “The 808 State”. In each show music
is featured from independent artist from all genre’s in Hawaii or with ties to Hawaii. The goal of 808Talk is to
share aloha and information about Hawaii with both local Hawaii listener’s and those around the world that
may be planning a trip to Hawaii or just want to listen in and see what goes on in Hawaii.
Learn more about podcasting: http://www.808Talk.com/podcasting
Subscribe:
808Talk TV: http://www.808Talk.tv
RSS Feed: http://feeds.feedburner.com/808TalkTV
Apple iTunes: http://www.808Talk.com/iTunesTV
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